
Response Frequency Percent Response Frequency Percent

2. CATS Differentiated Workshop - Beginning,
Intermediate and Advanced

1. CATS of the Month Share Out
Mean: 4.69 Mean: 4.65

Strongly
Satisfied

30 71.43 Strongly
Satisfied

31 72.09
Satisfied 11 26.19 Satisfied 9 20.93
Neutral 1 2.38 Neutral 3 6.98
Dissatisfied 0 0.00 Dissatisfied 0 0.00
Strongly
Dissatisfied

0 0.00 Strongly
Dissatisfied

0 0.00

Response Frequency Percent Response Frequency Percent
4. Lunch3. Assessment "The Race is On" game

Mean: 4.49 Mean: 4.74
Strongly
Satisfied

28 65.12 Strongly
Satisfied

28 73.68
Satisfied 9 20.93 Satisfied 10 26.32
Neutral 5 11.63 Neutral 0 0.00
Dissatisfied 1 2.33 Dissatisfied 0 0.00
Strongly
Dissatisfied

0 0.00 Strongly
Dissatisfied

0 0.00
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Question:  5. What did you like most about today's gathering?
Respondent Response

CATS of the Month Share Out was great. I took notes and will follow-up online
about using some of the ideas for my classes1
Loved all of it2
CAT workshop3
Time for CATS4
Reading and assessing some of the CATS Assessments6
The gamification of the assessment was great7
Sharing and time to work on CATS8
CATS share out (good place to get ideas), CATS workshop (carve out time in
my schedule to think, collaborate, and start a CATS)9
I liked being able to work on my CATS10
Info and breakout groups11
The interaction and excitement of group12
Collaborating13
Addressed needs (differentiated)14
I didn't know non-faculty could submit CATS15
Lunch, sharing16
Learning more about CATS and adding a lab17
Process of submitting CATS and there is a support person to help create 1st
CATS18
Opportunity to discuss/work on a CATS19
Learned a lot about creating CATS20
I enjoyed the organization and fast paced session. I like and appreciate that
things moved quickly and smoothly. Thanks for having coffee21
The extra time for CATS. The new game22
As always, this session is very informative due to its interactive nature23
CATS of the month share24
Perfect timing on all things25
CATS writing26
Game is always fun27
Always very helpful hearing what people are doing28
The opportunity to start writing my CATS29
Great organization and flow!30
Horse race31
All, enjoyed reviewing the CATS of the month and participating in The Race is
On32
Seeing so many here33
Thinking through how administration could complete a CATS - provided enough
time for thinking and discussing35
The game36
Getting to work on CATS37
Meeting/talking with colleagues with an assessment plan38
I always enjoy the share outs. I liked the overall structure and pace. It was
relaxed with more time for discussion. Plus thank you for coffee!39
Short and succinct40
Conversing with group leader and colleagues about how to close the loop41
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Question:  5. What did you like most about today's gathering?
Respondent Response

Longer time period to work on CATS42
Combining with different divisions to do Race is On. Time to work on CATS43

Question:  6. What suggestions do you have to make the next Assessment Happens  (Fall 2017) more
meaningful to you?
Respondent Response

The CATS workshop is unstructured. It's too easy to not complete something
meaningful in the time allotted. A specific task would be more satisfying1
Provide time for share (?) The game3
Have computers out already. Slow to log on4
I like it as is!6
It is fine as it is7
None - thank you for healthy lunch8
Great job9
None at this time10
It was perfect11
All was great!12
Attend and learn more17
Continue as done18
Everything was great!21
Similar layout!22
No suggestions at this time. Excellent! Thank you!23
:)26
Nothing at this time29
Keep doing what you are doing30
Maybe use one of the share outs as an experiential example where audience
can participate in a more interactive manner31
Keep up good work33
Loved the game - so fun - bit again!35
Faster computers36
I would have liked to see the results from the last activities presented. Thank
you40
DIscussion about strategies for closing the loop41
Have facilitators offer more assistance. Personal assistance please42
Keep doing what you do!43
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